Dose uncertainty due to computed tomography (CT) slice thickness in CT-based high dose rate brachytherapy of the prostate cancer.
In computed tomography (CT)-based high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy, the uncertainty in the localization of the longitudinal catheter-tip positions due to the discrete CT slice thickness, results in a delivered dose uncertainty. Catheter coordinates were extracted from five patients treated for prostate cancer, and three simulation scenarios were followed to mimic the longitudinal imprecision of the catheter tips, hence the dwell positions. All catheters were displaced (1) forward, (2) backward, or (3) randomly distributed within the space defined by one CT slice thickness, for thicknesses ranging from 2 to 5 mm. Average and standard deviation values of the relative dose variations are reported for the various catheter displacement scenarios. Also, the dose points were grouped according to their relative position in the prostate, inner, peripheral and outer area of prostate and base, median and apex zones, in order to estimate the spatial sensitivity of the dose errors. For scenarios (1) and (2), the dose uncertainties due to the finite slice thickness increase linearly with the slice spacing, from 3% to 8% for the slice thickness values ranging from 2 to 5 mm, respectively. The more realistic scenario (3) yields average errors ranging from 0.7% to 1.7%. The apex and the base show larger dose errors and variability of dose errors than the median of the prostate. No statistical difference was observed among different transversal sections of the prostate. A CT slice thickness of 3 mm appears to be a good compromise showing an acceptable average dose uncertainty of 1%, without unduly increasing the number of slices.